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1. INTRODUCATION.

1.1 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of building this project is to reproduce 

of all the fascinating sounds that can be used using a 

cymbal,. As it is a musician's badaet, it wo.uld tremendous.ty 

help to the musician to expand his creativity in the field 

of music.S�condly,the project wil1 also investigate other 

methods of controlling basic synthesiser circuit,which gen

erally is liJsed with keyboard, in which the key contact in 

keyboard is, the ea siest method of implementing the suJit

ching. 

1.2. PRINCIPLE 

This works on the princip,le of a pick-up sensor of scrne 

kind of picking up the vibrations of a cymbal or pad and 

then fed this�signals to the dircuitary which controls the 

synthesiser. Note that this signals is only a trigger sig

nals, and that the synthesiser produces is the abtual. 

1.3 APPLICATION 

The unit describle here can yse one of the variety of 

methods to pick up the cymbal signal and trigger the 

envelope shaper e,c.In the synthesiser which is contained 

in a separate case. The output will then connected tm 

a speaker (loudspeaker) via the amplifier. 
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2.1 OSCILLATORS 

2.1.1 Principle.s of Operation. 

An oscillator can be consid�red as � circiut that converts 

a d.c!input to a time-varying output.Oscillators often 

have a circiut element that can be varied to produce 

different frequencies.An.oscillator's freguency�is • 

sensitive to the stability of the frequ en cy-d etermin.i ng 

elements as well as the variation in the active-device 

parameters (e.g; effects of temperature,bias point and 

aging). In many instances tha oscillator is followed 

by a second stage-serving as ·buffer , so that there is 

isolation b,etween the oscillators and its load. The . 

amplitude of the oscillation canbe con.trolled by automatic 

gain control (AGC). circuits,but the nonlinearity of the a 

active element usually determines the amplitude . 

Variations in bias,temperature and component stability. 

Oscillators can be cdlnsidered from two view points; 

using as positive-feedback aro□nd an amplifier dlr as 

,one-port network in which the real component of the 

input immittance is negative. An osiillator must have 

frequency detemining elements (generally passive components), 

an amplitude-limiting mechanism and sufficient closed-

loop gain to ma ke up for the losses in the circuit. 

It is possible to predict theLloper�ting frequency and 
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